**SCIENCE SENSORY PLAY**

**BIRTHDAY CLOUD DOUGH**

What you Need:
- flour, oil (vegetable oil or baby oil), sprinkles, bin
- Kid Tools for Play: cupcake pan, candles, number candles,

How to Make It:
- Mix together four parts flour and one part oil (ex: 4 cups of flour and 1 cup of oil) in a large baggie. Zip closed and shake to mix. Dump the flaky mixture in a plastic tub and add sprinkles!

Play!

Clean Up Hint:
- Cloud dough can be messy. Make sure you place a large towel under the bin to catch all the dough that gets out of the tub.

**BUBBLE FOAM**

What you Need:
- bubble bath (tear free), water, mixer, food coloring, bin
- Kid Tools for Play: bowls, spoons, foam letters (optional)

How to Make it:
- Mix together one part bubble bath and two parts water (ex: ¼ cup bubble bath and ½ water). Add food coloring to the water to make it different colors.

Play!

Clean Up Hint:
- Put the bubble foam in a big plastic tub for play. Add tools to like spoons and bowls. Place a large towel under the foam to catch all the bubbles that go on the floor.